BEHR® OIL-BASED PRE STAIN WOOD CONDITIONER
No. B1080 Series
Clear

- Prepares Wood Surfaces for Oil-Based Staining
- Helps Prevent Streaks & Blotches
- Use Prior to Staining
- Excellent Penetration
- Helps Promote Even Staining

PREP Before Use
1 Coat Application
Spread Rate: 100 Sq. Ft. / Qt.
Clean-Up: Mineral Spirits or Paint Thinner

READY TO USE. PROTECT FROM FREEZING.

WHERE TO USE: Properly prepared Interior bare or stripped wood surfaces, prior to applying BEHR® Oil-Based Wood Stains. Not for use with water-based stains. For water-based stains, pretreat wood with BEHR Water-Based Pre-Stain Wood Conditioner.

SURFACE PREPARATION† (The following steps are recommended for best results.) Before applying BEHR Pre-Stain Wood Conditioner to bare or stripped wood surfaces, sand wood surfaces in the direction of the grain to desired smoothness. Remove all dust from the surface. Apply stain within two hours of application of BEHR Pre-Stain Wood Conditioner.

APPLICATION Stir thoroughly before using. Do not shake or thin. Use a nylon or nylon/polyester brush or a saturated clean cloth and apply liberally to all areas of the wood surface including edges. Allow to penetrate for 5 to 10 minutes, then remove any excess with clean, dry cloth. Apply BEHR Oil-Based Wood Stain or BEHR Oil-Based Stain & Poly In One. Follow all label instructions.

DRY TIME Dries in 10 minutes.

DISPOSAL For disposal of empty containers and unused product, contact your household refuse collection service.

LIMITED WARRANTY Visit behr.com/warranty or call 1-800-854-0133 Ext. 2 for more information.

†WARNING If you scrape, sand or remove old paint, you may release lead dust. LEAD IS TOXIC. Contact the National Lead Information Center at 1-800-424-LEAD or log on to www.epa.gov/lead.